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About BONES FOR LIFE® Teachers

Ruthy Alon
Creator of BONES FOR LIFE®
Ruthy Alon, President of the not-for-profit
Foundation for Movement Intelligence,
is a senior trainer in the Feldenkrais
®
Method of Somatic Education, and the
author of Mindful Spontaneity. Her video
Movement Nature Meant addresses
our innate capacity for healing through
organic movement.
In 1996 Ruthy Alon began developing
BONES FOR LIFE® to address the growing
incidence of osteoporosis in contemporary
culture. Now in her 70s, she glowingly
embodies the results of her work. In addition to Ruthy, a worldwide network of
Certified Trainers and Teachers presents
BFL classes to the public, and offers
educational certificate programs in the
U.S., Israel, Europe, Australia, New
Zealand, and Japan.
Ms. Alon presented the BONES FOR LIFE®
program at the Aerospace Medical
Association Conference in 2005, and her
abstract Conditioning Bone Strength on
Weight-Bearing Posture was published in
Aviation, Space and Environmental
Medicine (Vol. 76, No. 3, March 2005).

Before becoming certified to teach public
classes, BFL Teachers receive a minimum
of 120 hours of classroom training,
participate in a BFL Didactic Seminar, are
individually mentored by a Certified BFL
Trainer, and perform supervised student
teaching. In a typical one-hour class, a BFL
teacher will explain the theme of the lesson,
describe the sequences to be practiced,
model the movement patterns, and provide
any further instructions necessary to ensure
that students fully understand and are able
to safely and correctly perform each BFL
Process. Teachers also often provide
worksheets to remind their students of key
elements to focus on when they practice
at home, between classes.

Wellness Through
Movement Intelligence

To find a BONES FOR LIFE® Teacher or class
near you, please visit our website:
www.bonesforlife.com

We use a fabric harness to promote safety
and ensure proper alignment in jumping,
the ultimate anti-gravity weight-bearing activity
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“When moving as nature intended
— harmoniously coordinated and
intelligently coping with gravity —
we not only strengthen our bones;
we also embody a sense of dignity,
confidence and joy that I call
Biological Optimism.”
— Ruthy Alon

www.bonesforlife.com

What is BONES FOR LIFE®. . . ?
®

BONES FOR LIFE (BFL ) is an exercise
program created by Ruthy Alon as a natural
movement-based alternative for improving
bone health and preventing osteoporosis.
It is offered through The Foundation for
Movement Intelligence, a not-for-profit
corporation founded in February 2007.
The uniqueness of the BFL program lies in
its use of weight-bearing patterns to teach
safe transmission of force through the
skeleton, without causing shearing stress in
vulnerable joints. Weights are introduced only
after first acquiring the skills necessary to
master improved postural alignment.
Themes of the BFL Program include:
• Promoting an optimally upright posture
• Aligning the spine to prevent cervical
and lumbar compression
• Facilitating postural stability
in all weight-bearing activities
• Distributing loads proportionally
throughout the entire skeletal system
• Cultivating anatomical flexibility
of the joints, and resilience of the bones
• Upgrading the ability of bone to withstand
pressure by using rhythmic pulsations
• Training the hip joints to safely
sustain body weight while in motion
• Restoring functional springiness
to the knees
• Practicing ergonomic weight-lifting
to build core strength
• Increasing controlled resistance
• Acquiring the resourcefulness to
spontaneously recover equilibrium
• Improving the quality of walking
• Activating the sphincter network for
use as an internal anti-gravity lever

The Program
The 90 Processes that comprise the BONES FOR
LIFE® protocol effectively constitute a training in
optimal human biomechanics. BFL uses weightbearing in the context of proper body alignment
to teach ergonomically sound ways of sitting,
standing, walking, and how to perform a full
range of human activities safely and easily.
All BFL Processes emphasize keeping your
skeleton aligned while coping with increasingly
dynamic anti-gravity movement challenges.
The details of coordinating BFL’s anatomically
precise patterns of mobilization are first learned
in gentle “greenhouse” conditions, while lying
on the floor. Later, more advanced dynamic
activities — such as bouncing on the heels,
symbolic running, and moderate jumping —
are practiced in the vertical plane while
wrapped in a 7-meter long cloth, which helps
organize bodily components into a unified and
streamlined whole. The movement sequences
employed in the BFL program derive from the
varied and resourceful primal patterns of
locomotion found in nature, which have proven
effective throughout the course of evolution.
Lifting weights, the most well-known stimulus
for increasing bone mass, is approached in
the BFL program using non-conventional
trajectories of movement, such as standing
while being supported by a wall. The more
your posture improves, the stronger your
bones become. And when your movement is
coordinated as nature meant, the very weight
of your body itself spontaneously works to
strengthen bone in the activities of daily life.
Your improved upright posture radiates a
confident Body Language of Leadership,
and also awakens a joyous spirit Ruthy Alon
calls Biological Optimism.

Simultaneously pushing your hand on a wall
and your foot on your thigh configures the
alignment of your entire spine into an
efficient axis for coping with anti-gravity tasks

Benefits of BONES FOR LIFE®
Reliable Skeleton — Build strong, resilient
bones and healthy joints
Better Posture — Feel taller and move with
power and confidence
Fluid Movement — Discover ease and comfort
in everyday activities, and be more at home in
your body
Increased Energy — Feel and look younger

Ms. Alon’s approach is consistently gradual,
safe and gentle, and is readily applicable to a
broad range of individuals who are concerned
with avoiding injury while enhancing the quality
of their lives.

For more information please visit

www.bonesforlife.com

